This young married couple, in spite of differences of opinion in places so minor that differences don’t count, is one of the happiest in the cinema colony. Between pictures they sneak away from town and go camping, and Mrs. Hawley says that she gets freckled and sunburned and begins to peel, and Mr. Hawley groans that the mechanics at the garage forget to ring up the change in the cash register and lose all the tools. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
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